Modern neuroscience research often requires the coordination of multiple processes such as 36 stimulus generation, real-time experimental control, as well as behavioral and neural 37 measurements. The technical demands required to simultaneously manage these processes with 38 high temporal fidelity limits the number of labs capable of performing such work. Here we present 39 an open-source network-based parallel processing framework that eliminates these barriers. The 40
and future developments will be regularly released. 48
Introduction 49
Many areas of cutting-edge neuroscience research require real-time experimental control 50 contingent on behavioral and neuronal events, rendering and presentation of complex stimuli, and 51 high-density measurements of neuronal activity. These processes must operate in parallel, and 52 with high temporal resolution. The number of labs that can perform such research is limited by 53 the high technical demands required to set up and maintain an appropriate experimental control 54 system. In particular, a control system must balance the need to precisely coordinate different 55 processes and the flexibility to implement new experimental designs with minimal effort. Systems 56 favoring system precision over usability can hinder productivity because there is a large overhead 57 to learning esoteric or low-level coding languages, and extensive coding demands slow the 58 development of new paradigms. In contrast, systems favoring usability over precision can limit 59 the complexity of supportable paradigms and the ability to perform experiments with high real-60 time computational demands. Here we present the Real-Time Experimental Control with 61
Graphical User Interface (REC-GUI) framework, which overcomes technical challenges limiting 62 previous solutions by using network-based parallel processing to provide both system precision 63 and usability. 64
The REC-GUI framework segregates tasks into major groups such as experimental control 65 and monitoring, and stimulus rendering and presentation. Each major group is executed on a 66 different CPU, with communications between CPUs achieved using internet protocols. An 67 additional CPU supports data acquisition and precise temporal alignment of multiple experimental 68 processes. The REC-GUI framework aims to overcome technical challenges that hinder 69 productivity and consume lab resources by providing a solution that works out of the box and 70 reduces the time and effort required to implement experimental paradigms. We have therefore 71 developed a version of the REC-GUI framework in which all processes are implemented with 72 high-level programming environments: experimental control uses a GUI coded in Python, and 73 stimulus rendering and presentation is performed with Psychtoolbox 3 in MATLAB (Brainard, 74 1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007) . Psychtoolbox is widely used for its stimulus generation 75 functions that eliminate the need for extensive knowledge of low-level coding languages. The 76 framework is also inherently modular, so system components (e.g., MATLAB for stimulus 77 presentation) can be easily modified or substituted to meet changing research needs. Because 78 the REC-GUI framework achieves precise experimental control with high-level programming 79 environments, it has a low barrier to conducting cutting-edge neuroscience experiments 80 compared to other systems and does not require professional programmers or low-level coding 81 languages. Our testing results confirm that the REC-GUI framework facilitates technically 82 demanding experiments aimed at relating neuronal activity to perception and behavior. 83
Sample code and hardware configurations providing templates for adaptation and 84 customization are available for download here: https://rosenberg.neuro.wisc.edu/. Developments 85 will be posted with notifications sent through a mailing list. The REC-GUI framework will free time 86 to focus on experimental questions and design, help improve scientific reproducibility by 87 increasing research transparency, and enable scientific advances by reducing technical barriers 88 associated with complex neuroscience studies. 89 90
Materials and methods 91
Serial processing, multithreading, and network-based parallel processing alternatives for 92
experimental control 93
Several approaches can be used to implement experimental control. Here we benchmark different 94 alternatives and identify an option that can satisfy the joint needs of high temporal precision, 95 experimental flexibility, and minimizing coding demands. To illustrate differences between 96 approaches, consider the task of mapping the visual receptive field of a neuron in an awake 97 behaving animal. To perform this task, the animal must hold its gaze on a fixation target presented 98 on a screen. While the animal maintains fixation, the experimenter must control the movement of 99 a visual stimulus such as a bar on the screen. The success of the mapping depends upon the 100 animal maintaining accurate and precise gaze on the target. As such, if the animal breaks fixation, 101 the visual stimulus must disappear until the animal reacquires fixation. The code required to 102 implement this simple task includes three major processes that interface multiple hardware and 103 software components: (i) eye position tracker with monitoring routines, (ii) visual display for 104 stimulus presentation with functions to account for fixation status, and (iii) interactive experimental 105 control for moving the stimulus, changing stimulus parameters, etc. in real time. 106
A serial processing framework executes these processes serially within a while-loop 107 ( Figure 1A) . As a consequence of serial processing, every iteration of the loop has a pause in 108 eye position monitoring while the stimulus-related and user-related processes finish. This delay 109 can be problematic, especially if the stimulus rendering demands are high. For example, if 110 rendering and presenting the stimulus takes longer than one cycle of the eye position monitoring 111 process, cycles of eye position data will be lost, and the accuracy of the gaze-contingent control 112
compromised. Using this problem as an illustrative example of the challenges that arise for an 113 experimental control system, we next consider how the problem might be solved using a 114 multithreading framework. 115
A multithreading framework provides a solution to this problem by allowing the CPU to 116 execute multiple processes concurrently ( Figure 1B) . Specifically, by separating the eye position 117 monitoring, stimulus-related, and user-related processes onto independent threads, a CPU can 118 execute the processes in parallel such that eye position monitoring can proceed without having 119 to wait for the stimulus-and user-related processes to finish. However, some major coding 120 environments, such as MATLAB, do not currently support multithreading for customized routines. 121
This limitation in multithreading together with the high system demands of such environments can 122 limit real-time experimental control capabilities. Furthermore, since all tasks are implemented on 123 a single CPU, unresolvable system conflicts may arise if different hardware components are only 124 compatible with certain operating systems. 125
Network-based parallel processing provides a versatile solution to this problem by dividing 126 experimental tasks across multiple CPUs (Figure 1C) . In particular, this allows tasks to be 127 executed as parallel processes even if multithreading is not supported. Thus, one major benefit 128 of the REC-GUI framework is that challenges arising from the lack of multithreading support in 129 some high-level programming environments such as MATLAB can be resolved without sacrificing 130 the development benefits of widely used software packages such as Psychtoolbox. This is 131 particularly valuable if computationally demanding real-time stimulus rendering is required. A 132 further benefit not possible with multithreading on a single CPU is that different task components 133 can be implemented using different coding languages and on different operating systems. This 134 feature is especially beneficial since cutting-edge research often requires multiple distinct system 135 components. In the implementation of the REC-GUI framework described here, we highlight this 136 versatility by using MATLAB to render and present stimuli with Psychtoolbox 3 on one CPU, and 137
Python to run a GUI that implements experimental control and behavioral monitoring on a second 138 CPU. With this setup, information about changes in fixation status and user-provided inputs to the 139 GUI are relayed via a network packet to MATLAB which updates the stimulus accordingly. 140
Importantly, this ensures that effectively no cycles of eye position data are lost since sending a 141 network packet takes microseconds. More broadly, network-based parallel processing allows the 142 REC-GUI framework to support a broad range of experimental preparations, as long as the 143 system components support network interfacing. 144
Overview of the REC-GUI framework 145
Experimental control is implemented in the REC-GUI framework using network-based parallel 146 processing. In the implementation described here, experimental tasks are divided into two major 147 groups: (i) experimental control and monitoring, and (ii) stimulus rendering and presentation 148 (Figure 2) . However, the number of components and how they are divided can be flexibly 149 determined based on experimental needs. Different groups are executed on separate CPUs that 150 communicate through internet protocols: user datagram protocol (UDP) and transmission control 151 protocol (TCP). The choice of where to use UDP or TCP depends on the task demands. UDP is 152 fast because it does not perform error-checking (processing continues without waiting for a return 153 repeatedly querying the GUI through a UDP connection established in asynchronous mode so 172 that the while-loop (execution flow) does not pause while waiting for data packets. 173
Hardware components 175
Visual stimuli were rear-projected onto a screen at 240 Hz (120 Hz per eye) using a PROPixx 176 projector (VPixx Technologies, Inc.) and a circular polarizer for stereoscopic presentation. This 177 setup was used for all reported testing because it attains current state-of-the-art limits in 3D 178 display capabilities. A major challenge that arises here is the real-time rendering and high frame 179
rate presentation of 3D stimuli with large depth variations and occlusion without dropped frames 180 or time lags, while enforcing gaze contingencies. Two other setups were used to confirm that the 181 framework is robust to system changes. The second replaced the PROPixx with a VIEWPixx/3D 182 display (VPixx Technologies, Inc.) operating at 120 Hz with active shutter glasses for stereoscopic 183 presentation. The third used a 3D monitor (LG Electronics Inc.) and NVIDIA-2 3D Vision Kit 184 operating at 120 Hz with active shutter glasses (run on Windows 10, Intel Xeon processor, 8 GB 185 RAM, NVIDIA Quadro K4000 graphics card). Results from the two latter setups are not presented 186 here because they confirm the more stringent testing results from the first setup. 187
The REC-GUI framework supports eye tracking using video or scleral search coil (Judge 188 et al., 1980) methods (Figure 2 ). For the current study, we used video tracking with an EyeLink 189 1000 plus (SR-Research, Inc.). Binocular eye positions were sampled and digitized by EyeLink, 190 and the measurements sent to the GUI through a TCP connection for real-time analysis. The 191 same measurements were converted into an analog signal and transferred to the Scout Processor 192 on its analog input channels for offline analysis. For the GUI to perform real-time analysis of eye 193
movements measured with search coils, the analog outputs of the coil system would be sampled 194 and digitized using an analog to digital converter (USB-1608G, Measurement Computing, Inc.). 195
The same outputs would be transferred to the Scout Processor for offline analysis. containing all data that it transmits and receives along with event codes signaling the occurrence 203 of specific experimental events (e.g., fixation point on, stimulus on) and behavioral events (e.g., 204
fixation acquired, choice made) on the experimental control CPU. Thus, the experimental control 205 CPU provides a backup copy of certain data, and can serve as the main data server for studies 206 that do not have large data demands requiring a standalone acquisition machine. 207 208
System communications 209
System components communicate through four types of connections: UDP, TCP, analog signals, 210
and transistor-to-transistor logic (TTL) using a digital input/output (DIO). UDP and TCP 211 connections are achieved with network switches (Figure 2, Figure 2-figure supplement 2) , 212
and used for communications between the experimental control CPU, stimulus CPU, EyeLink, depending on the setup (Figure 2) . 226
Experimental systems often require specialized hardware purchased from multiple 227 companies. Network-based communications with that hardware must often occur over non-228 configurable, predefined subgroups of IP addresses. A simple way to set up communication with 229 such hardware is using multiple parallel networks such that each hardware piece has a single 230 dedicated network switch. In this setup, both the EyeLink and Scout Processor have non-231 configurable, predefined subgroups of IP addresses that cannot be routed over the same network 232 interface card (NIC). Consequently, two network switches and two NICs are required for both the 233 stimulus and experimental control CPUs, with each NIC assigned to a different subgroup of IP 234 addresses (Figure 2-figure supplement 2) . With this configuration, both the stimulus and 235 experimental control CPUs can directly communicate with the EyeLink and Scout Processor. 236 237
Configurable experimental control GUI 238
Information about the ongoing status of an experiment and graphical feedback of critical data is 239 often required to monitor and adjust parameters in real-time using a GUI. To accommodate 240 different experimental paradigms, it is critical that a GUI provides a general method for easily 241 adding/removing parameters from the control set and for manipulating parameters in real-time. 242
To achieve these goals, the REC-GUI framework provides a highly flexible and intuitive user 243 interface for real-time experimental control (Figure 3) . The GUI displays continuously sampled 244 measurements (e.g., eye position, animal location in an arena, arm position, membrane potential, 245 firing rate, etc.) in the monitoring window. To visually evaluate contingencies, the monitoring 246 window can also display boundary conditions which are used in determining if the measurements 247 fall within a certain criterion range (e.g., if an animal's gaze is within a certain distance of a fixation 248 target, or if an animal has entered a specific area of an arena). This functionality can also be used 249 to trigger event signals (e.g., TCP or UDP packet, or TTL pulse) to control external devices such 250 as a solenoid, pellet dropper, or neural stimulator. An experimenter can turn boundaries on/off, or 251 change their size, number, locations, etc. in real-time through inputs in the GUI. 252
Such changes are implemented in the REC-GUI framework using UDP communication to 253 send/receive strings (Figure 2, Figure 2-figure supplement 1) . Each string in the UDP packet 254 consists an identifier (e.g., -106; a number which the MATLAB code uniquely associates with a 255 specific variable such as 'stimulus duration') and a value (e.g., 1 to specify a 1 s duration), followed 256 by a terminator (/….q padded to 1,024 characters). In this example, the string would be -106 257 1 /….q (see User Manual for details). The GUI contains separate panels for sending and 258 receiving UDP packets between the stimulus and experimental control CPUs (Figure 3) . From 259 the sending panel, an experimenter enters values (e.g., 1) for predefined variables (e.g., stimulus 260 duration) with associated identifiers (e.g., '-106') and clicks 'Submit' to send UDP packets to the 261 stimulus CPU. In the current configuration, the sending panel sends control information to the 262 stimulus CPU, but it can also send information to any other machine capable of receiving UDP 263 packets, as required for an experiment. The receiving panel allows the experimenter to predefine 264 identifiers/variables for receiving and displaying information from the stimulus or other CPU 265 (Figure 3) . In this way, ongoing experimental information can be monitored in real-time. The GUI 266 also contains placeholders in the lower left corner for specialized tools. The default GUI contains 267 interfaces to control eye calibration and receptive field mapping, but these can be easily 268 substituted with other tools. This text-based approach provides a simple way to reconfigure the 269 GUI to meet the demands of different experimental paradigms. 270 Figure 3 . Graphical user interface provided with REC-GUI. The GUI has multiple control panels that are fully customizable. The upper left corner is a monitoring window, here showing a scaled depiction of the visual display. Fixation windows and eye position markers are seen at the center of the monitoring window. Eight choice windows for the 3D orientation discrimination task are also shown (correct choice in red). Below the monitoring window are eye configuration and receptive field mapping tools, which can be substituted for other experiment-specific tools. Task control for starting, pausing, or stopping a protocol is at the center top, along with subject-specific and system-specific configuration parameters. The sending panel in the upper right allows the experimenter to modify task parameters in real time. The receiving panel below that is used to display information about the current stimulus and experiment progress. The lower right panel shows the data log.
Animal preparation, behavioral task, and neural recording 271
The functionality and performance of the REC-GUI framework was tested using a 3D visual 272 orientation discrimination task performed by a rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta). All surgeries 273 The animal was trained to perform an eight-alternative 3D orientation discrimination task 280 (Figure 4) . In the task, the animal viewed 3D oriented planar surfaces, and reported the direction 281 of planar tilt with a saccadic eye movement to an appropriate choice target. Planar surfaces were 282 presented at tilts ranging from 0° to 283 screen for 300 ms. The stimulus was 296 then presented for 1,000 ms while 297 fixation was maintained. The stimulus and fixation target then disappeared, and eight choice 298 targets appeared at a radial distance of 11.5° with angular locations of 0° to 315° in 45° increments 299 (corresponding to the possible planar tilts). The animal was rewarded with a drop of water or juice 300 for choosing the target in the direction that the plane was closest to the animal. If fixation was 301 broken before the appearance of the choice targets, the trial was aborted. 302
We measured the 3D orientation tuning of neurons in the caudal intraparietal (CIP) area 303 The animal fixated a target (red) at the screen center for 300 ms. A planar surface was then presented for 1,000 ms (one eye's view is shown) while fixation was maintained. The plane and fixation target then disappeared, and eight choice targets corresponding to the possible planar tilts appeared. A liquid reward was provided for a saccade (yellow arrow) to the target in the direction that the plane was closest to the animal. Dot sizes are exaggerated and number reduced for clarity. behavioral task. This data was used to confirm the temporal alignment of stimulus presentation, 305 behavioral performance, and neural data in the REC-GUI framework. A tungsten microelectrode 306 (~1MΩ; FHC, Inc.) was targeted to CIP using magnetic resonance imaging scans. The CARET 307 software was used to segment visual areas, and CIP was identified as the lateral occipitoparietal 308 zone (Van Essen et al., 2001; Rosenberg et al., 2013) . A recording grid for guiding electrode 309 penetrations was aligned with the brain scan in stereotaxic coordinates using ear bar and grid 310 markers (Laurens et al., 2016) . Neuronal responses were sampled and digitized at 30 Khz using 311 the Scout Processor. Single-neuron action potentials were identified by waveform (voltage-time 312 profile) using Offline Sorter (Plexon, Inc.). All subsequent analyses were performed in MATLAB. 313 314 RESULTS 315
Network and system performance tests 316
The REC-GUI framework uses network-based parallel processing to implement experimental 317 control and synchronize multiple experimental devices. In this section, we test the latency of 318 communication between the stimulus and experimental control CPUs resulting from hardware 319 and software processing, as well as the performance of the main loop responsible for stimulus 320 rendering and presentation. Except where otherwise noted, testing was performed with the 3D 321 orientation discrimination task described in the Materials and methods. 322
Since different experimental processes are implemented on independent CPUs that 323 communicate over a network, it is possible that limitations in network capacity can introduce 324 delays that adversely affect system performance. To test this possibility, we measured the delay 325 resulting from the network hardware. Network latency was measured using a simple 'ping' 326 command that is used to test reachability, signal fidelity, and latency in network communication 327 between two hosts (Abdou et al., 2017) . This ping sends an internet control message protocol 328 requesting an echo reply from the target host. The latency of the ping is the round-trip duration of 329 the packets between the two hosts. Network latency between the experimental control and 330 stimulus CPUs was found to be negligibly small (average latency = 24 µs; standard deviation: σ 331 = 5.1 µs; N = 1,000 pings), indicating that the network hardware did not introduce substantial 332 delays that could adversely affect performance (Figure 5A) . 333
Next we measured the overall system performance which includes hardware delays tested 334 above as well as software delays from the main loops (i.e., including all processes executed) on 335 both the CPUs. In this test, the GUI sends a UDP packet to the stimulus CPU and after that packet 336 is detected, MATLAB returns another UDP packet. We measured the latency of multiple round-337 trip sent/received packets (GUI  MATLAB  GUI), and the distribution of measured latencies 338 is shown in Figure 5B . On average, the total duration of the round-trip packets during the 3D 339 orientation discrimination task was 6.79 ms (σ = 2.9 ms; N = 500). This latency determines the 340 time interval required to synchronize the two CPUs during this computationally intensive task. For 341 many experiments, system performance would likely exceed this level since stimulus preparation 342 in this task was computationally demanding. To determine an upper-bound of system 343 performance with the described REC-GUI implementation, we removed all stimulus-related 344 processes from the MATLAB main while-loop and measured the round-trip latency of the UDP 345 packets. In this case, the round-trip latency dropped to an average of 4.3 ms (σ = 2.3 ms; N = 346 500). Note that this latency only limits the real-time control of stimulus parameters, and does not 347 limit the precision of the temporal alignment that can be achieved offline, as demonstrated in the 348 neural recording tests described below. Moreover, even with the longer latencies that occurred 349 when rendering complex 3D stimuli, the achieved millisecond-level of control synchronization is 350 sufficient for most experiments. (B) Overall system performance measured using the round-trip latency of UDP packets between the experimental control (GUI) and stimulus (MATLAB) CPUs during the 3D orientation discrimination task (N = 500 round-trip packet pairs). (C) Duration of the main while-loop in the stimulus (MATLAB) CPU for rendering/presenting stimuli (N = 3,000 iterations). Vertical gray dotted lines mark mean durations. that the performance of the REC-GUI framework can facilitate complex experimental tasks in real-361 time, with very low latencies using simple, high-level programming environments. 362
Stimulus presentation tests 363
A critical component of experimental studies is the ability to accurately and precisely present 364 stimuli. To evaluate the ability of the REC-GUI framework to present demanding visual stimuli, 365 our tests used large, computationally intensive stereoscopic stimuli presented at 240 Hz (see 366
Materials and methods). The stimuli were rendered as separate right and left eye 'half-images' in 367 MATLAB with Psychtoolbox 3, and the 'flip' command (Kleiner et al., 2007) was used to alternately 368 present the appropriate image to the right or left eye (120 Hz per eye) for 1 second. To account 369 for the temporal difference between the projector's refresh rate and the execution rate of the 370 MATLAB script, the flip command was set to wait until the next available cycle of the projector 371 refresh. This setting minimizes the variability in the delay between the flip command and the 372 appearance of the stimulus. To assess the fidelity of the presentation, phototransistor circuits 373 (diagram in the User Manual) were used to track the appearance of stimuli on the screen by 374 detecting a small bright patch in the lower right/left corner of the corresponding (right/left) eye 375 half-images. 376
The Scout Processor saves the voltage traces generated by the phototransistor circuits to 377 provide a precise signal for aligning events to the stimulus as well as to confirm the fidelity of the 378 stereoscopic presentation on a trial-by-trial basis (e.g., if dropped frames occur on a certain trial, 379 this can be detected and the trial discarded). Example traces showing the presentation of right 380 and left eye images are shown in Figure 6A (blue and orange traces, respectively). The latency 381 between the initial flip command and the appearance of the stimulus was approximately one cycle 382 of the video refresh (average delay = 4.71 ms, σ = 0.16 ms, N = 500 trials; Figure 6B ). The fidelity 383 of alternating right and left eye frames was confirmed by assessing the time lag between the two 384 voltage traces. Since the stereoscopic images were presented at 240 Hz (120 Hz per eye), the 385 right and left eye frame signals should be temporally shifted by ~4.17 ms. We measured the timing 386 difference between each alternation of the right and left eye frames over the 1 s stimulus duration 387 for 500 trials. The histogram of timing differences shows a strong peak at 4.16 ms (minimum = 388 3.9 ms; maximum = 4.4 ms; σ = 0.066 ms), indicating that the right and left eye frames were well 389 synchronized at the intended 240 Hz stimulus presentation rate (Figure 6C) . This histogram also 390 confirms that no frames were dropped over the cumulative 500 s of stimulus presentation 391
(dropped frames would appear as timing differences ≥ 12.5 ms). 392
Real-time experimental control 393
Real-time monitoring to guide the control of ongoing processes is critical for many experimental 394 studies. We evaluated this capability of the REC-GUI framework using gaze-contingent stimulus 395 presentation. Right and left eye positions were sampled at 1kHz using an EyeLink 1000 plus (SR-396
Research Inc.). The eye position data were fed to the GUI which implements routines for 397 evaluating if the animal is holding fixation on the target, if fixation is broken, or if a particular choice 398 is made in the 3D orientation discrimination task. Depending on the results of these routines, the 399 experimental control CPU then directs the stimulus CPU to enter particular experimental stages 400 (e.g., fixation only, stimulus presentation, choice targets, etc.). 401
We first confirmed that the GUI successfully enforced version and vergence eye position 402 during a fixation task. Fixation targets were presented at three distances relative to the viewing 403 Figure 7A shows the vergence 406 errors for the same trials. Second, we confirmed the successful enforcement of gaze relative to 407 the fixation target during the 3D orientation discrimination task. Figure 7B shows horizontal and 408 vertical eye displacements for each eye for 34 representative successfully completed trials. Lastly, 409 Figure 7C shows the full eye traces for the same 34 trials, showing that saccadic eye movements 410 to each of the eight choice targets were accurately detected. 411
Temporal alignment of neural data to stimulus-related and behavioral events 412
To confirm the ability to precisely align events in time, we measured the 3D surface orientation 413 tuning of a CIP neuron while the animal performed the 3D orientation discrimination task. First, 414
we confirmed the ability to precisely align stimulus-driven neuronal responses to the stimulus 415 we confirmed the ability to precisely align neuronal responses to the measured choice saccades. 421
Saccade onsets were detected offline as the first time point at which the eye movement was faster 422 than 150°/s Basso, 2008, 2010) . Spike times were aligned to the saccade onset and the 423 spike density function calculated (Figure 8B) . Note the build-up of neuronal activity preceding the 424 saccade that was not evident when the responses were aligned to the stimulus onset. As expected 425 in CIP (Rosenberg et al., 2013) , the neuron was jointly tuned for slant and tilt (Figure 8C) . 426
DISCUSSION 427
Test results confirm that the REC-GUI framework provides an accurate and precise solution for 428 implementing demanding neuroscience studies with millisecond-level control. By achieving robust 429 experimental control with high-level programming environments, technical challenges that hinder 430 labs from conducting complex, behaviorally relevant research can be overcome without the need 431 for low-level programing languages or professional programmers. Beyond more traditional 432 experiments with a fixed trial structure, the REC-GUI framework capabilities can support research 433 involving the use of naturalistic, complex stimuli that are dynamically updated based on real-time 434 behavioral or neuronal measurements. For example, the system can support closed-loop 435 experiments in which multisensory visual-vestibular stimuli are updated based on active steering 436 behaviors rather than passive, predefined motion profiles. Alternatively, stimuli can be updated or 437 neural activity perturbed through electrical or magnetic stimulation with very short latencies 438 triggered by real-time behavioral or neuronal measurements. Such experiments will be critical to 439 understanding the relationship between the dynamic activity of neural populations, perception, 440 and action during natural behaviors. The REC-GUI framework can facilitate such research by 441 tasks. Additionally, the LSR suite is specialized for visuomotor studies, whereas the REC-GUI 476 framework is agnostic to the subdomain of neuroscience research. 477 A freely available system that is fully implemented in MATLAB is MonkeyLogic (Asaad et 478 al., 2013) . The system achieves millisecond-level temporal resolution, and provides a user 479 interface with real-time behavioral monitoring. In addition, it is convenient to implement control 480 flows for new behavioral paradigms. MonkeyLogic is designed for a single CPU, so experimental 481 control is performed serially due to MATLAB's multithreading limitations. This can be problematic 482 for real-time control when the stimulus rendering/presentation demands are high. For example, 483 since stimuli are transferred to the video buffer during the inter-trial interval without compression, 484 it may not be suitable for presenting long-duration stimuli at high frame rates. For instance, using 485
MonkeyLogic for the experiment implemented here would result in long inter-trial intervals to 486 transfer the stimuli to the video card, dropped frames, and presentation lags. Along this line, the 487
MonkeyLogic forum indicates that it cannot support 240 Hz visual stimulus presentation 488 (http://forums.monkeylogic.org/post/high-refresh-rates-vpixx-8408242). Similar limitations will 489 exist for other single CPU, MATLAB-based control systems (e.g., PLDAPS), though some 490 limitations may be at least partially remediated if the real-time monitoring and control features 491 provided by a GUI are eliminated (Eastman and Huk, 2012) . Such systems may be ideal for tasks 492 that do not have high real-time behavioral contingency and stimulus rendering/presentation 493 demands, since network communications make the REC-GUI framework slightly more complex. 494
Additionally, there is some added cost to setting up the REC-GUI framework compared to single 495 CPU systems since it requires multiple CPUs, but that cost difference is relatively small. In 496 exchange, the REC-GUI framework allows high-level programming environments to be used to 497 robustly control computationally demanding and behaviorally complex neuroscience experiments. 498
To facilitate customization and future developments, we provide sample MATLAB scripts 499 and Python GUI code (https://rosenberg.neuro.wisc.edu/). We will maintain the REC-GUI 500
framework as an open-source project, and welcome development contributions from others. Our 501 hope is that this will help researchers perform multi-faceted research combining physiology and 502 behavior by reducing time spent solving technical problems, and increasing time focused on 503 experimental questions and design. The REC-GUI framework will also help promote research 504 transparency, standardize data acquisition, and improve reproducibility by facilitating cheap and 505 easy replication of experimental paradigms. 506
